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Agenda

Welcome and introductions
Clare Marx

Review of actions from previous meeting
Katie Laugharne

Chief Executive’s update
Charlie Massey

Medical workforce, quality and safety
Paul Reynolds

An overview of the key themes emerging from SaPUP, focussing on the main findings and key recommendations of the reports

We will set out how the GMC will review the themes emerging from our programme of work to support a profession under pressure (wellbeing, fairness and a just culture).

Systems and collective assurance
Robert Khan/Katie Laugharne

Working together to make the changes to improve the environment in which doctors work. Overview of key activities being undertaken in-country relating to Workforce and Workplaces.

We will provide an overview of the key activities the GMC is undertaking on workforce and workplace and where our collective priorities lie. We will invite Professor Singhal to provide an overview of BAPIO’s work around supporting the workforce and Dr Phil Kloer will provide his perspective on workplace cultures and fairness.

Keshav Singhal and Phil Kloer
Upstream regulation: preventing harm and supporting professionalism

Transition to the new Corporate Strategy

Paul Buckley

Paul Buckley will set out the approach we are taking as we develop our new corporate strategy which will run from 2021 - 2025. We will continue to put patient safety at the centre of our purpose, recognising that supporting doctors is key to this, and work with our regulatory partners across the UK to build a shared view of the context in which we operate. We will use this session to get feedback on our ideas and identify opportunities for future collaboration to address the collective challenges and opportunities we face.

AOB and summary of action points

Clare Marx
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